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*OTUJUVUF0G*OEVTUSZ
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݇ѢⲤජ
Ⲥජᰃϔᑻ᳝ϸगԭᑈग़ⱘ᭛࣪স
ජˈϔᑻ⊓⍋ഄජᏖˈᰃ⏂࠻ⱘথ⑤
ഄˈгᰃ⦡⿔ࡼ⠽Ѝ乊吸呟呓ⱘᬙеǄ

"CPVU:BODIFOH
Yancheng is a cultural city with a history of two thousands years, and it is the cradle of Huai Opera, the hometown of rare animal elk and red-crowned crane.
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݇ѢⲤජᎹϮ㘠Ϯᡔᴃᄺ䰶
ⲤජᎹϮ㘠Ϯᡔᴃᄺ䰶ˈത㨑Ѣ䖭ᑻϰᮍ
ഄП䛑ˈཌྷ᳝ⴔᑈⱘࡲᄺग़ˈᰃ∳
㢣ⳕ⼎㣗ᗻ㓐ড়ൟ催ㄝ㘠Ϯᄺ䰶ˈᄺ᷵ᓎ
ㄥ䴶⿃ϛᑇᮍ㉇ˈ䌘ѻᘏؐғҎ⇥
Ꮥˈᅲ偠ǃᅲ䏉Ҿ఼䆒ᘏؐғܗǄ
᷵ᄺ⫳Ҏ᭄Ҏˈᢹ᳝ϔᬃϮࡵ㛑
ᔎǃᬭᄺ∈ᑇ催ǃᡔᴃᡔ㛑㊒ⱘᏜ䌘䯳
ӡˈ݊ЁⱘᬭᏜЁ㣅᭛ঠ䇁ᬭᄺⱘ
㛑Ǆ

Yancheng Vocational Institute of Industry Technology is
located in the eastern wetland city with 53 years of history, now it is a model higher vocational college in Jiangsu
province, the construction area is more than 200 thousands square meters, total asset is about 500 million
Yuan, the experimental instruments and equipment worth
100 million Yuan. The number of students in school is
8000; the faculty members have strong business ability,
high teaching level, 40% teachers have the ability of bilingual teaching both Chinese and English.
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ᓔሩⱘ䰙ড়ϢѸ⌕
ᄺ᷵ৢܜϢР݄ܟ偀⋯ܟゟ䗴㠍
ᄺǃ䶽ܼᎲ9,6,21ᄺˈࡴᣓ࣫㽓
⋟ᄺ䰶ǃ㦅ྚ乓ᄺ䰶ˈㄝ᠔催᷵ᓔ
ሩ䰙ড়ˈ䴶Āϔᏺϔ䏃ā⊓㒓ᆊ
ᬊ⬭ᄺ⫳Ǆ

&TUBCMJTIFE*OUFSOBUJPOBM$PPQFSBUJPO

Ѡ㑻ᄺ䰶ҟ㒡

5IF4FDPOEBSZ$PMMFHF

⦄᳝≑䔺Ꮉǃᴎ⬉ᎹǃᓎㄥᎹǃ㒎
㒛᳡㺙ǃ࣪ᄺࠊ㥃ǃ㡎ᴃ䆒䅵ǃ㒣䌌ㅵ⧚
ϾѠ㑻ᄺ䰶ˈᓔ䆒ϧϮϾǄ

Now it has 42 majors and 7 Colleges: Automobile Engineering, Mechanical and Electrical Engineering, Construction Engineering, Textile and Clothing, Chemical
Pharmaceutical, Art Design, Economic and Trade Management.

Our college has successively established cooperation
with Ukraine Admiral Makarov National University of
Shipbuilding, Vision University of South Korea, and
College of the North Atlantic and Lambton College of
Canada.
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≑䔺Ꮉᄺ䰶䆒᳝≑䔺ϢᴎẄϸϧϮ
㕸ˈ݅䆒᳝ϾϧϮˈ݊Ёᆊ䞡⚍ϧϮ˄
≑䔺ᡔᴃ᳡ࡵϢ㧹䫔˅Ͼˈ∳㢣ⳕ⼎㣗ϧ
ϮϾǄϧӏᬭᏜमǃ⸩ऴˈ
ᎹᏜ䌘䋼ⱘᬭᏜऴˈᄺ⫳খࡴܼ㘠
Ϯ䰶᷵ᡔ㛑䌯ˈ㦋ϔㄝ༪乍ǃѠㄝ༪
乍ǃϝㄝ༪乍Ǆ

It has automobile and machinery two major groups, six
majors in all, including one national key major and one
model major of Jiangsu province. Full-time teachers
who have doctor & master’s degree account for 65%,
and the teachers with engineering qualification account
for 85%, the students won the first prize twice, second
prize five times, third prize over 10 times in the national
vocational skills contest.
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ᴎ⬉Ꮉᄺ䰶䆒᳝ᴎ⬉ᡔᴃϢ㞾ࡼࠊϸ
ϾϧϮ㕸ˈ݅䆒ϾϧϮˈ݊Ё∳㢣ⳕ䞡⚍
ϧϮϾǄϧӏᬭᏜमǃ⸩ऴˈ
ᎹᏜ䌘䋼ᬭᏜऴˈᄺ⫳খࡴܼ㘠
Ϯ䰶ᡔ㛑䌯ˈ㦋ϔѠㄝ༪乍Ǆ

This School has Mechanical and electrical technology
and automatic control two major groups, six majors in
all, including one key major of Jiangsu province. Fulltime teachers with doctor & master’s degree account for
75%, the teachers with engineering qualification account
for 81%, students won the first and second prizes over
10 times in the national vocational school skills contest.
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This College has Architectural Engineering Technology
and engineering management two major groups, 5 majors in all. Full-time teachers with doctor & master’s
degree account for 92%, the teachers with engineering
qualification account for 75%, and two experts in building materials and geotechnic, students won the first and
second prizes more than 10 times in the national vocational school skills contest.

˄˅㒎㒛᳡㺙ᄺ䰶
㒎㒛᳡㺙ᄺ䰶䆒᳝⦄ҷ㒎㒛ᡔᴃϢ᳡㺙Ꮉ
㡎ϸϾϧϮ㕸ˈ݅䆒ϾϧϮˈ݊Ёᆊ䞡
⚍ϧϮ˄㒎㒛કẔ偠Ϣ䌌ᯧ˅Ͼˈ∳㢣ⳕ
⼎㣗ϧϮ˄⦄ҷ㒎㒛ᡔᴃ˅Ͼˈ∳㢣ⳕ⡍
㡆ϧϮ˄⦄ҷ㒎㒛ᡔᴃǃ᳡㺙䆒䅵˅ϾǄ
ϧӏᬭᏜमǃ⸩ऴˈᎹᏜϢ
䆒䅵Ꮬ䌘䋼ᬭᏜऴˈᄺ⫳খࡴܼ㘠Ϯ
䰶᷵ᡔ㛑䌯ˈ㦋ϔㄝ༪乍ǃѠϝㄝ
༪ԭ乍Ǆ
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This College has modern textile technology and clothing two major groups, total six majors, including one
national key major, one model major and two specialty
majors of Jiangsu province. Full-time teachers with doctor & master’s degree account for 72%, and the teachers
with engineering and designing qualification account for
91%, the students won the first prize more than ten times,
second and third prize more than 20 times.
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࣪ᄺࠊ㥃ᄺ䰶䆒᳝ᑨ⫼࣪ᎹϢ࣪ᄺࠊ㥃ϸ
ϾϧϮ㕸ˈ݅䆒᳝ϾϧϮˈ݊Ё∳㢣ⳕ䞡
⚍ϧϮϾˈ∳㢣ⳕ⡍㡆ϧϮϾǄϧӏᬭ
Ꮬमǃ⸩ऴˈᎹᏜ䌘䋼ᬭᏜ
ऴˈᄺ⫳খࡴܼ㘠Ϯ䰶᷵ᡔ㛑䌯ˈ
㦋ϔㄝ༪乍ǃѠϝㄝ༪乍Ǆ

This College has application of chemical and pharmaceutical chemicals two major groups, total six majors,
including one national key major and one specialty major of Jiangsu province. Full-time teachers with doctor &
master’s degree account for 77%, and the teachers with
engineering qualification account for 80%, the students
won the first prize three times, second and third prize
more than 20 times.
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㡎ᴃ䆒䅵ᄺ䰶䆒᳝㡎ᴃϢ᱃㾖䆒䅵ϸϾϧ
Ϯ㕸ˈ݅䆒ϾϧϮˈ݊Ё∳㢣ⳕ䞡⚍ϧϮ
˄߯ᛣ䆒䅵˅Ͼˈ∳㢣ⳕ⡍㡆ϧϮϾǄ
ϧӏᬭᏜमǃ⸩ऴˈᎹᏜϢ
䆒䅵Ꮬ䌘䋼ᬭᏜऴˈᄺ⫳খࡴܼ㘠Ϯ
䰶᷵ᡔ㛑䌯ˈ㦋ᕫϔѠㄝ༪ԭ乍Ǆ

It has art and landscape design two major groups, total
seven majors, including one national key major and one
specialty major of Jiangsu province. Full-time teachers
with doctor & master’s degree account for 62%, and
the teachers with engineering & designing qualification
account for 85%, the students won the first or second
prize more than 30 times.
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ϾǄϧӏᬭᏜमǃ⸩ऴˈӮ䅵
ᏜϢ㒣⌢Ꮬ䌘䋼ᬭᏜऴˈᄺ⫳খࡴܼ
㘠Ϯ䰶᷵ᡔ㛑䌯ˈ㦋ᕫϔㄝ༪乍ǃѠϝ
ㄝ༪ԭ乍Ǆ

It has finance and management two major groups, total six majors, including one specialty major of Jiangsu province. Full-time teachers with doctor & master’s
degree account for 72%, and the teachers with accountant & economist qualification account for 85%, the students won the first prize 3 times and the second or third
prize more than 20 times in national vocational skills
contest.
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߯ᮄࡲᄺԧࠊˈ⥛ܜ៤ゟᄺ᷵⧚џӮˈᵘ
ᓎњᬓ㸠᷵ӕಯᮍড়ࡲᄺԧࠊᴎࠊǄ

Innovating the college running system, taking the lead in
setting up the school board, and constructing the system
of government, industry, school and enterprise 4-side cooperation.

߯ᮄ㚆Ҏᓣˈ㋶ᔶ៤њ᳝㞾䑿⡍㡆
ⱘĀঠ䫒ᇍǃঠᬭ㵡ড়ǃঠ䆕㵡䗮ǃঠ
ܗѦࡼāⱘĀಯঠā㚆ҎᓣǄ

Innovating the education mode, explored and formed
a Four Double education mode, which is double chain
docking, double teaching integration, double certificate
integration and double culture interaction.

߯ᮄ㚆ҎᴎࠊˈᷥゟĀҹ⫳Ўᴀǃ⫳⫳ⱚ
ৃ៤ᠡāⱘ㚆Ҏ⧚ᗉˈ㋶Āᡔ㛑㦰ऩā
㚆Ҏᴎࠊˈ䗮䖛᷵ӕ݅ৠ䆒䅵ᡔ㛑㦰ऩˈ
ᅲ⦄ᄺ⫳Ў㞾Ꮕⱘ㘠Ϯথሩ⚍ऩˈӕϮЎ
ᄺ᷵ⱘҎᠡݏфऩǄ

Innovate the education system, establish a "student oriented, students can be taught" educational philosophy,
explore the "skill menu" education system, through
the common designed skills menu, realize students’ ORDER for their occupation development, and enterprises
PAY for their professional training.

߯ᮄ㚆Ҏ᭛࣪ˈമᣕᇚᄺ᷵᭛࣪ϢӕϮ᭛
࣪ǃ㸠Ϯ᭛࣪ǃഄඳ᭛᳝࣪ᴎ㵡ড়ˈ㚆
ᔶ៤њĀ∖ᅲā᭛࣪Ǆ

Innovative education culture, adhere to the college culture and enterprise culture, industry culture, regional culture organic integration and cultivation, forming a "realistic" culture.

߯ᮄ᳡ࡵ䕑ԧˈܼᵘᓎ⾥ᡔⷨথǃਬᎹ
䆁ǃ߯Ϯ䆁㒗ǃ䌘⑤݅ѿಯ᳡ࡵᑇ
ৄǄ

Innovative service carrier, and strive to build four service platforms, including scientific and technological research and development, staff training, entrepreneurship
training and resource sharing.

߯ᮄ㚆Ҏ⡍䋼ˈ㟈ѢݏĀЎҎ䆮ᅲǃ
⧚ᛇࡵᅲǃᡔ㛑ᠢᅲǃᎹ䏣ᅲǃ߯ᮄプ
ᅲāⱘĀѨᅲāҎᠡǄ

Innovative education characteristics, committed to training talents with "five real" characteristics, which are honest behaves, pragmatic ideal, solid skills, steady work,
excellent innovation.

ⲤජᎹϮ㘠Ϯᡔᴃᄺ䰶থሩᜓ᱃
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ᓎ៤ϔᡍݙ乚ܜǃⳕݙϔ⌕ⱘ催∈ᑇϧ
ϮǄϧϮᓎ䆒ᅲ⦄さ⸈ᗻ䖯ሩˈϧϮᭈԧ
∈ᑇᅲ⦄䋼ⱘ䎗छˈᄺ᷵ⱘ㓐ড়ᅲᰒ㨫
ᦤछǄ

We aim to build a number of domestically leading,
first-class high-level majors in the province. Professional construction has achieved breakthrough progress.
We’ve made a significant achievement on overall level of
professional quality, and the comprehensive strength of
the school has improved significantly.

ᠧ䗴ϔᬃ催∈ᑇӬ⾔ঠᏜൟᏜ䌘䯳ӡǄᔶ
៤催ሖҎᠡẃ䯳ˈᢹ᳝ϔᡍӬ⾔ĀঠᏜ
ൟāᬭᏜϢĀᬭ㒗ൟāᬭᄺৡᏜˈᢹ᳝ϔ
ᡍӬ⾔⾥ⷨಶ䯳ˈՓᄺ᷵៤Ўᬃᩥऎඳথ
ሩⱘҎᠡ催ഄǄ

Build a high level excellent double-qualified teachers
team. The formation of high-level talent echelon, with
a group of excellent "double teacher" teacher and "coach
type" teaching masters, has a group of outstanding research team, so that the school has become a support for
regional development talent base.
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ᵘᓎⳕݙϔ⌕ⱘᡔᴃᡔ㛑Ҏᠡݏԧ㋏Ǆ
Ҏᠡݏ䋼䞣݇䬂ᣛᷛԡѢⳕˈ߫ࠡݙ
ߎݏϔᡍᵄߎ᷵টˈՓᄺ᷵៤ЎऎඳҎ
䌘⑤ᓎ䆒ⱘ䞡㽕ഄǄ

Construct the first-class technical talents training
system in the province. The key indicators of talent
training quality are in the forefront of the province, and
a group of outstanding alumni have been trained to make
the school an important base for the construction of regional human resources.

ᔶ៤䋵⤂ᰒ㨫ⱘ⾥ᡔ߯ᮄϢ᳡ࡵ㛑Ǆᓔ
ሩѻᄺⷨࠡⶏᗻⷨおˈᔶ៤ϔᡍ䞡ᕅડ
ⱘᷛᖫᗻ៤ᵰˈऎඳ䞡⚍ᓎ䆒㸠Ϯ݇
䬂থሩ乚ඳЁ⹂ゟϡৃ᳓ҷⱘഄԡǄ

Form the scientific and technological innovation and
service ability with significant contribution. Carry out
the forward-looking research of production, learing and
research, to form a number of significant results of symbolic impact, and to establish an irreplaceable position in
the regional key construction industry and key development areas.
Explore the modern university system with our own
characteristics. Establish the internal governance structure of academic power and administrative power in coordination with each other. Form a school system with
multi participation and interaction with society. To form
an efficient, orderly, open, transparent, standardized and
self-disciplined school system.

㋶㞾៥⡍㡆ⱘ⦄ҷᄺࠊᑺǄᓎゟ
ᄺᴃᴗ㸠ᬓᴗⳌѦण䇗ǃⳌѦᬃᩥ
ⱘᄺ᷵ݙ䚼⊏⧚㒧ᵘǄᔶ៤ᮍখϢǃϢ
⼒Ӯ᳝ᴎѦࡼⱘࡲᄺԧࠊǄᔶ៤催ᬜ᳝
ᑣǃ݀ᓔ䗣ᯢǃ㾘㣗㞾ᕟⱘࡲᄺᴎࠊǄ
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